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Claims Link
Claims link is an independent claims settlement company based out of Norway. The
core operations for Claims Link Customer Success Center (CSC) involves processing
insurance claims.
Before adopting Simplifai’s Digital Employee solution, Claims Link had merged with
Söderberg and Partners Group. A burst in growth potential made the company require
more workforce. This increase in their staff members was forecasted as being
detrimental to resource cost efﬁciency and time spent on satisfying customers’ needs.
Simplifai’s Digital Employee solution Sødde has immensely helped Claims Link scale up
their business through efﬁcient task management with minimal hiring.

Customer representative
Mille Haslund Mellbye – Nordic Head of Claims at Söderberg & Partners
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Key challenge
A key challenge for Claims Link was identiﬁed as meeting employee capacity to match
the large volume of work. This challenge was resolved by using Sødde and the company
was able to scale up with existing human resource capacity. In addition, another
challenge identiﬁed was work efﬁciency arising due to long hours spent on repetitive
tasks associated with handling of claims and other similar documents. This in turn
hampered customer response time and customer satisfaction signiﬁcantly.
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Goals and requirements:
�

To scale business operations with 40% growth without hiring
new employees

�

To free up more time for handling more sensitive cases

�

To make employees’ workday more meaningful by reducing
repetitive tasks

�

To improve customer satisfaction by reducing response time

Solutions
With the AI-driven Digital Employee Sødde, Claims Link transformed their Customer
Success Center completely by automating their customer support workﬂow and
decision support mechanisms.
This solution includes registering new insurance claims in CRM/back-ofﬁce systems and
archiving the inquiries in Sharepoint, thus directing smooth communication ﬂow
between the customers and the organization.
Sødde comprises a combination of individual modules developed by Simplifai such as
the Emailbot, Documentbot, Rules Engine, and Decision Engine.
The Digital Employee can also be integrated with back-ofﬁce systems and third-party
CRM systems such as company web-portal, email-systems, Dynamics, Sharepoint,
Ofﬁce 365, and more.
The time taken for a claim to be received, registered, and prepared for claims handlers
now does not take more than a few seconds or less than a minute. Thus, the speed of
registration has now been reduced by more than 2 days. In terms of the entire claims
handling process, the time taken is just a few weeks, and with Sødde being
implemented, this is the most advanced type of claims handling. About 80% of the
front ofﬁce emails that come in are
handled by Sødde.
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Meet Sødde
An AI-driven Digital Employee, Sødde was designed by Simplifai
to completely automate the customer support and customer
service workﬂow for Claims Link. Sødde can automatically
register new claims in the client’s back-ofﬁce systems, process
them and undertake further actions.

What Sødde can do
�

Register notices and claims

•

�

Update existing cases based on
information from relevant
stakeholders

Forward relevant interpreted data after
analysis to humans

•

Alert/forward information to different
stakeholders

•

Create casenotes

•

Archive inquiries in CRM and Sharepoint

How Sødde works?
1.

Reads from customer support inbox

2. It interprets the enquiry including email and attached
documents
3. It makes decisions about what should be done with that
inquiry
4. It does so based both on a new enquiry and a previous
enquiry
5. In case of an existing inquiry, it takes a decision based on
new information coming in
6. If it is a new case, it ﬁnds the correct policy and checks if
the policy is valid. In case policy is invalid or expired
then relevent communication is carried out with
the front-desk team
7. Following this, it registers and archives the case
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Key beneﬁts of using Sødde
�

Scaling up business processes without hiring more
employees

•

Sødde can easily handle peak seasons

�

Relevant stakeholders are updated immediately

•

Relevant information is available to both internal and
external stakeholders

•

Instant case registration

Sødde results
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Many businesses are still apprehensive about using AI tech. However, Digital Employees
like Sødde can lay such fears to rest. Sødde supports existing employee capacity with
better time and task efﬁciency. Digital Employees help humans efﬁciently handle daily
tasks and ensure sustainable hiring.
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